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Take a Bite Sized Piece

By Lyndal Webb

Wasenu, a very new reader, said to me, “I’ll never be able to do Bible
Studies like other people do, will I?” It was true, with no writing skills and
limited reading skills it would be difficult for her to complete the written
answers on the Bible Study papers she was referring to. But surely that
shouldn’t rule out ‘Bible Study’ altogether. After all, the literacy class she
was attending focused on reading the Scripture. After some thought here’s
what we came up with for Wasenu and her friends to be able to study ‘bite-
sized’ pieces of Scripture. The ladies’ literacy class now uses this as the basis
for their lesson.

Ø Each Bible Study lesson is based on one or two verses, depending on the
length of the verse. For this class things needed to be kept pretty short and
simple!

Ø Eight words are taken from the verse being used and presented in a ‘word
bank’. Words chosen are ones which are particularly difficult, or similar
to each other – anything which could do with a bit of extra practice.

Ø Two questions are written which can be answered directly from the verse
or verses of the lesson. This part of the lesson is to teach analytical skills
and encourage the students to find information directly from the text.

Josua 24:24

iwetkung buramine päke yäweränä

Itkang mani gämorikengän Yawe

Yängyabäk

1. Anutu gämoriken itkang jide api täne yäng yängkung?

2. Man yängkungo u nin udegän täga yäne ba?
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The lesson proceeds as follows:

1. The teacher reads the verse

2. The class reads the verse as a group

3. The teacher reads again

4. The teacher or students read the questions and answer them orally.

5. Each student reads the words in the ‘word bank’, guided by the
teacher.

6. Each student reads the verse.

7. The group reads the verse.

We have printed about 20 lessons in one book, one-quarter A4 size.
The ladies are proud of their ‘Bible Study’ books and are able to refer
back to ones they have already read and also prepare for the upcoming
lesson if they so desire. By doing the lessons the ladies are continuing to
build up a knowledge of words which occur in the Scripture. They have
progressed significantly in their ability to answer the questions – a concept
quite foreign to them at first. Often discussions arise from the questions
too – yes, the ladies are really doing Bible Study!!✍
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